Annual
Report

Mission Statement

The mission of the Johnston-Grimes Metropolitan Fire
Department (JGMFD) is to preserve life and property for our
citizens through prompt and efficient services.
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CHIEF CLARK'S MESSAGE
I have to say, like many, I am happy to see 2020 behind us. It was certainly a challenging
year with a worldwide pandemic. We weathered the storm and learned to manage in
unusual ways. I have to say, I could not be more proud of our team and how they
overcame all the challenges.
We dusted off some old procedures from the Ebola
plans from a few years ago for donning and doffing
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). We changed
our procedures for responding to medical calls, fire
calls and citizen assists frequently based on updated
information from the CDC and Polk County Public
Health. We learned to decontaminate our
ambulances, fire engines, fire stations, and ourselves
on a scale and frequency we had never experienced
before.
We learned to communicate face to face through Zoom. We modified our responses and
our training, our exercise, our eating, and socializing to protect our members and our
citizens from this terrible virus.
We conducted an international search for a new Deputy Chief of Operations to replace
Deputy Chief Mike Gentosi, who resigned in January to take an Urbandale position. After
many months of waiting for travel restrictions to ease due to COVID-19, we proceeded with
web-based interviews and Brynne Burrough was selected to fill the vacancy. He started
November 30th and we are incredibly happy he is with us. He brings a wealth of knowledge
and experience with him. He has worked in the fire service in many countries all over the
world, with his most recent assignment as a Regional Fire Chief for the Marine Corps Fire
bases in the Asian Pacific.
The City of Grimes signed a radio contract with Polk County / RACOM to exchange 19
portable radios for a newer model. The new models have Bluetooth and cellular
capabilities. All the mobile and portable radios were updated with new programs to help us
communicate with all our response partners. The radios included new chargers and
remote speaker microphones. These radios were made possible by the Polk County Board
of Supervisors.
With the tremendous growth in both cities, a Deputy Fire Marshal was needed. The Fire
Board approved the position, and both City Councils approved it. Lt. Joel Decker was
appointed to the position and he has not only taken the burden off of the Fire Marshal by
doing many of the building inspections. Joel has increased our public awareness by
working on many videos and safety information for the schools and our citizens.
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NATIONAL RECOGNITION
Members received national certifications, designations, or recognition in 2020,
showing the department has many dedicated and highly trained individuals.
Captain Matt Price
Certified Training Officer
Designation from the Commission
on Professional Credentialing

Firefighter/Paramedic
Sean McAndrew
Designation of Fellow by the
American College of Paramedic
Executives

Firefighter/Paramedic
Chris Ford
Fire Officer Designation
from the Commission on
Professional Credentialing

LOCAL RECOGNITION
Lieutenant Ty Wheeler
completed his Master of Arts in
Organizational Leadership from
Waldorf University
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NEW HIRES

Full and part-time testing took place in the spring of 2019. Following this process,
several new part-time and full-time members were hired.

Full-Time
Alex Aubert

Tanner Townes

Andrew Pratt

Brynne Burrough

Colleen Frank

Geraldo Gonzalez

Levi Johnson

Nicole Masteller

Tanner Owen

Tanya Pierce

Kelsey Rath

Samantha Reisinger

Part-Time

Dan Schneider

Stephanie Shepherd
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EQUIPMENT CHANGES
Received new SUV to replace 390
Ordered a new fire engine and ambulance
with projected 2021 delivery

GOALS FOR 2020
Implement a mentoring program for officers
Provide clear direction on JGMFD culture
Provide more team-building training and exercises to
the department
Increase Community Risk Reduction efforts with more
education and prevention deliveries
Update township contracts for Grimes
Increase ambulance and fire fee revenues

RUN STATISTICS

It was a busy year with 3,030 calls for service among Fire and EMS.
Medical and EMS service calls

Fire/other

This is over a 2.5% increase from the previous year. The department was on track
for a higher call volume growth before COVID-19 hit, which slowed calls
considerably from March through June. Then calls picked up again to finish higher
than in 2019.
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We have seen an increase in second, third and
fourth calls for service . Below is the increase
among Fire and EMS.

2020
2019
2018
2017
2016

630
486
429

766
755

This is a 56% increase from 2016 to 2020.
An EMS call can take one-half to two-thirds of the department out of service for
up to an hour, which is significant when we run nearly two second or third out
calls per day on average where resources are limited.
Because of this, the Fire Board and the City Councils allowed the Department to
hire one member in 2020 to staff an ambulance full-time, provide an additional
resource when multiple calls come in at the same time or while the ambulance is
transporting patients.

SIGNIFICANT FIRES
Structure Fires

Vehicle Fires

Total: 20
Estimated Loss: $1,257,600

Total: 10
Estimated Loss: $1,320,600

JGMFD Fires
7/6/20 House Fire at 2505 NE 12th St., Grimes
7/10/20 House Fire at 9209 Timberwood Dr., Johnston
8/11/20 House Fire at 2907 SE Victory Dr., Grimes
10/15/20 House Fire at 7082 Ridgedale Ct., Johnston
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Mutual Aid Fires
3/7/20 House Fire, Granger
3/8/20 Apartment Fire, Urbandale
4/2/20 Apartment Fire, Pleasant Hill
4/23/20 House Fire, Saylor Township
7/28/20 Restaurant Fire, Des Moines

Fire Sprinkler Saves
4/29/20 Apartment Fire at 6220 NW 106th St., Johnston
7/5/20 Apartment Fire at 6330 NW 106th St., Johnston

EMERGENCY MEDICAL
SERVICES

2020 was a dynamic year for emergency medical services (EMS). JGMFD began the
year by hiring our first EMS-Only positions. These positions are deployed to our first
and second-out ambulances and are specialized in EMS duties.
The COVID-19 pandemic has forced EMS to adapt and overcome. The department
has worked to provide PPE to all providers and screen our responses through
dispatch and modify our deployment model to reduce provider exposure. This has
been executed through an incident action plan that is evaluated periodically to
ensure its relevance.
2020 showed a strong year in
equipment acquisition. JGMFD
ordered a new Wheeled Coach
ambulance this fall, with expected
delivery in the spring of 2021. This
ambulance will be deployed as the
first out ambulance on its arrival to
the department. The EMS training
committee also purchased new
training equipment through
donations received in the memory of long-time Johnston Rescue Captain Obie
Herrick. These training props will provide more realistic training for all providers.
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The charts below provide a birdseye view of the call volume by day, time and
compliance.
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TRAINING DIVISION
Like many things, training was significantly
impacted by the lockdown and associated
restrictions of the pandemic. The training
division has had to develop new ways to get
high-quality training offerings to our members
while maintaining a safe work environment
and limiting contact that could spread COVID19. JGMFD, like many organizations, started
using Zoom to deliver training to our members
while they remained in their individual stations.
Not only did this limit our exposure to each
other, but it also kept crews within their
immediate response areas more often. This
has also allowed JGMFD to communicate more
easily with our members while they are on
duty.
Members of JGMFD remain committed to
training for the incidents we respond to. This commitment led to many crews
completing self-initiated training, working towards making their crews the best they
could be.
Total training
among JGMFD
members

8,384.3 on average this is
hours

133 hours
per member

With the construction of the new Johnston
City Hall building in late 2020, members of
JGMFD were fortunate to use the old City
Hall building for hands-on training. This
training covered a large area search of
commercial buildings, victim removal and
commercial flat roof ventilation. Urbandale
Fire Department sent crews to participate,
giving us valuable hands-on time with
one of our closest mutual aid partners. Utilizing acquired structures like this for
training greatly impacts the quality of training that our members receive.
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Moving into 2021, the Training Division will continue to provide quality training that
meets our governing agencies' requirements and provides our members with the
knowledge, skills, and abilities they need to be the best firefighters that they can be.
We hope to find more opportunities to train with our mutual aid partners to ensure
that our incident operations work safely and efficiently.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS
At the beginning of 2020, JGMFD put new ice
rescue equipment into service. This
equipment was purchased from donated
funds to the department. The new ice rescue
sled allows members to transverse
soft/cracking ice with ease. The included
water rescue lines allow rescuers to get 300
feet out onto the ice, greatly increasing our
safe operation distance.
In the summer of 2020, the inflatable rescue boat got a puncture during a training
incident on the Des Moines River. Unfortunately, this took the boat out of service
for a long period of time. While the boat was out of service for repairs, we ordered
an additional inflatable boat to put in service to eliminate our water rescue
capabilities' downtime. Additionally, several of our members learned how to repair
punctures/rips in the boat's material. This will help us to eliminate/reduce the cost
of repairs in the future.
While the COVID-19 restrictions impacted
Special Operation's ability to work on 2020
goals, we completed a forward observer
training (drone operations) for most
department members. This will allow us to put
our UAS into service more often.
Moving into 2021, Special Operations will
continue developing our membership to ensure
that our department is capable of providing
technical rescue capabilities. The Special
Operations Committee will also be looking into
specifying a new water rescue boat that would
allow us to be more efficient with our staffing,
focused on the target hazards we operate in.
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COMMUNITY RISK
REDUCTION
The JGMFD provides many services focused on reducing fire and life safety risks in
the community. This is accomplished by applying code enforcement for new and
existing buildings, reviewing plans for new developments and buildings,
investigating the cause of fires within the jurisdiction, and providing education to
the public regarding how they can remain safe at home, work, and play.
In the second half of 2020, a Deputy Fire Marshal position was added to
community risk reduction. This position has provided more opportunities for
delivering more community risk reduction services while reducing the time needed
to review plans and the potential for increasing the number of fire and life safety
inspections.
As with many other aspects of life in 2020, COVID-19 posed challenges for
community risk reduction activities of the JGMFD. Due to business closings and
social distancing factors, code enforcement activities were paused. Schools were
also inaccessible for outside visitors, and large assemblies were not possible. The
pace of development slowed slightly for many reasons as a side effect of COVID19. However, as did the rest of the JGMFD, community risk reduction adapted and
met the challenge.
The use of technology to conduct our work
became a necessity this year. Many meetings
and other events were held virtually. This
technology use created efficiency in time
management as staff did not have to leave the
office to attend meetings physically. The use of
technology became a new medium for
reaching students in schools and the public. In
working with the City of Johnston
Communications Specialist, public education
videos were created and distributed on
various topics.
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CODE ENFORCEMENT
In cooperation with the City of Grimes and City of Johnston
Building Departments, the JGMFD provides code
enforcement services to both communities. The focus is to
ensure new and existing structures provide a reasonable
level of fire safety for those who work, live and play in our
community. With the closing of many businesses and
delays in construction projects due to COVID-19, code
enforcement activities were reduced in 2020.
In 2020, the JGMFD conducted 98 occupancy and final inspections, resulting in 43
re-inspections. There were 51 inspections of life safety systems. These numbers
represent a decrease of 52% from 2019.

PLAN REVIEW

Plan review services are done in cooperation with the City
of Grimes and the City of Johnston Building departments,
Economic Development and Planning & Zoning. The focus
is to ensure proposed structures are constructed and
meet current fire, building, and planning & zoning
regulations to ensure a safe and enjoyable community
experience. In 2020, 89 site plan reviews were conducted,
representing an increase of 31% from 2019 and 331
building and fire protection system plans, representing an
increase of 24% from 2019.

FIRE INVESTIGATION
The JGMFD has a Fire Investigation Team consisting of nine members from both
the full and part-time ranks. Members of the JGMFD Fire Investigation Team are
also members of the Metro Area Fire Investigation Team, a partnership between
area fire and law enforcement agencies utilized for large-scale fire investigation
incidents that investigate fires that occur within the district. All fire investigations
begin with the incident commander and may be turned over to the Fire
Investigation Team members based on the extent of the fire and the
circumstances around the possible cause of the fire. In 2020, the Fire Investigation
Team conducted 15 fire investigations.
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PUBLIC EDUCATION

Throughout 2020, we conducted educational training, which involved the following
events.
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fire
extinguisher
classes

2

educational events

Reached approximately 75
children and 100 adults.

445

smoke alarms, carbon
monoxide alarms, and
batteries.

COMMUNITY RISK
REDUCTION GOALS

In 2020, community risk reduction goals were in the process of being
implemented; however, with the emergence of COVID-19, the outreach and
inspection goals were not fully realized. Moving into 2021, the following goals will
carry over into the new year.
Implement a smoke and carbon monoxide alarm check program to be
administered during medical calls in single-family homes.
Partner with the American Red Cross to perform a smoke alarm canvas in
areas determined to be at risk.
Expand inspections of existing occupancies within the jurisdiction.
The goal of implementing a smoke and carbon monoxide alarm check program
had begun and was showing some progress. Guidance documents were created
for contractors to use in designing buildings and systems.
Also, the goals below will also be pursued:
Provide City Councils with proposals for the adoption of the 2018 IFC with CICC
amendments.
Partner with the Dallas Center-Grimes and Johnston schools to provide more
frequent public education in the classrooms via technology.
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FIRE BOARD

The Fire Board is made up of four members from the Johnston City Council and
four members from the Grimes City Council. The Fire Board is governed by the
28E agreement between Johnston and Grimes and the bylaws adopted by the
Board. They are by law an advisory board to both City Councils. They receive
recommendations from the Fire Chief and vote on staffing and major equipment
purchases for the Fire Department.
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In 2020, the Fire Board was made up of Mayor Paula Dierenfeld, Mayor Scott
Mikkelsen, City Administrator Jim Sanders, City Administrator Jake Anderson,
Councilmembers Rhonda Martin, Jim Evans, Jill Altringer, and Ryan Burger. The
Board met on January 13, April 28, July 20, and October 27.

BOARD
APPROVALS/UPDATES
Updated 28E language and approved new agreement to
end June 30 2023
Approved Deputy Fire Marshal position
Approved promotion of 3 additional Lieutenants
We moved the Captain promotional process to be opened
up to outside candidates.
Approved having Financial Study done of the Department. Jake Anderson
prepared the RFP and distributed it with proposals due January 31, 2021.
The Fire Board voted to reimburse Grimes for ½ of the Deputy Fire Chief's
salary for three of the four quarters of the fiscal year due to the delay in
replacing the Johnston Deputy Fire Chief.
The Fire Chief updated the Fire Board on a 5-year succession plan, which
included:
The need to consider joint purchases of expensive fire trucks and fire
engines,
the need to expand the middle fire station, and
other operational considerations were addressed with the upcoming
financial study.

EMPLOYEE HEALTH AND
WELLNESS
In 2020, the Employee Health and Wellness committee
continued to provide the members of JGMFD with the
necessary equipment, training, and resources to better the
organizational members.
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To keep our personnel fit and healthy, both physically and mentally,
two JGMFD members attended a 2-day Peer Support course offered
by the International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF). They were
certified as Peer Support Counselors and continue with advanced
classes online. These members are utilized when the crews
encounter emotional situations and allow for critical incident stress
debriefings to ensure mental and emotional support for the
organization's members.

FIREFIGHTERS
ASSOCIATION AND UNION
2020 was a difficult year for the Association. Due to
COVID-19 and public health measures in place, the
Association was forced to cancel the annual Pancake
Breakfast, the Association's only fundraising effort
each year. Even though COVID restricted our abilities
to raise funds and have normal meetings, our
membership remained committed to supporting our
community as much as possible.
During the shutdown, when many people were
beginning to feel the financial impact of COVID, the
Association made donations to both the Grimes
Storehouse and Johnston Partnership to ensure that
the foodbanks had money to provide for those in
need. The Association also donated breakfast to the
Polk County Emergency Operations Center while
many of our community leaders worked to manage
the COVID impact on our county.
The Association also provided breakfast and snacks to our
brothers and sisters in law enforcement while facing the
management of the civil unrest of 2020. The Association also
remained committed to supporting the scholarship programs
and Johnston High School and Dallas Center-Grimes High
School. In 2020, the Association provided $1,500 in
scholarships to Johnston Schools and $1,500 in scholarships
to Dallas Center-Grimes Schools.
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The strong partnership with
Johnston-Grimes Professional
Firefighters L4835 continued again
this year, hosting several events.
One included extinguishing
hunger food drive where collection
points were set up at each station
for money donations for the local
food banks. Between the funds
collected and the amount donated by L-4835, it totaled $700. Food banks in
Johnston and Grimes were given a check for $350.

Collection points were set up in each
station and the toys collected filled an
Ambulance. The toys were taken to the
collection spot in Ankeny.

This was the 7th
year of the breast
cancer fundraiser
shirts. This year has
raised the most
funds and sold the
most shirts. They
were able to donate
$2,000 to a resident
in our community.

Hat Donation

At the end of last winter, L-4835 bought 200 stocking hats
from Wal-Mart. These hats were donated to JOPPA. JOPPA
serves the needs of the homeless in the DSM Metro area.
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Due to Covid, the Union could not send members to training ,
so they decided to use the allocated money and donate it to
various individuals who have fallen on hard times. These
individuals include the WDM PD officer struck by a vehicle
while on shift, Clive FF, who lost his house to a fire, and
others.

AWARDS

This year, four life-saving awards were presented for doing an outstanding job of
obtaining Return of Spontaneous Circulation (ROSC) and having patients survive
and return to a near-normal life after suffering a cardiac arrest.

First Life-saving Award
In the early morning hours of Tuesday, Mar. 17, 2020, JGMFD was dispatched to a
residence in Grimes for a fall victim. Crews at JGMFD and Polk County Sheriff’s
Office (PCSO) crews arrived on the scene and found an unresponsive victim in
cardiac arrest. Crews immediately began high-quality CPR and Advanced Cardiac
Life Support care. Crews achieved ROSC on the scene and transported the patient
to the hospital with a pulse. The patient was found to have an undiagnosed heart
problem that the hospital was able to successfully treat, and the patient has since
made a full recovery.

Presented to Lt. Ty Wheeler, Firefighter Nick Pearson, Firefighter Tanner Townes,
Firefighter Nick Stewart (not pictured) and Firefighter Travis Wuebker (not pictured)
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Second Life-saving Award
On Sunday, Jul. 19, 2020, the JGMFD was dispatched for a cardiac arrest. Once the
crew arrived, they immediately took over doing high-quality CPR and applying the
heart monitor. The crew initiated several defibrillations and obtained Return of
Spontaneous Circulation (ROSC) before transporting the patient to the hospital.
The patient was transported emergently to the hospital, where the hospital
continued to provide care and provide further treatment. After several procedures
and a hospital stay, the patient returned home without any cognitive impairment.
Without these quick interventions and recognition of a shockable rhythm, this
patient may not have had the same outcome.

Presented to Captain Matt Price, Lieutenant Randy Chumbley (not pictured),
Firefighter John Sweeney, Firefighter Todd Borcherding (not pictured), Firefighter
Kevin Long, Firefighter Tanner Townes and Paramedic Kelsey Rath

Third Life-saving Award
In the late-night hours of Tuesday, Sept. 15, 2020, the JGMFD was dispatched for
an unconscious person at a residence in Johnston. Johnston Police Officers arrived
on the scene and found a male subject in cardiac arrest and immediately began
high-quality CPR. JGMFD personnel arrived on the scene and assumed cardiac
arrest management by taking over high-quality CPR and providing Advanced
Cardiac Life Support. While securing the patient’s airway, one of the paramedics on
the scene was able to locate an airway blockage caused by a not fully chewed
piece of food and quickly remove the blockage. Shortly after completing this, ROSC
was achieved. The patient was transported rapidly to the hospital and was able to
talk in complete sentences with the crew before they arrived at the emergency
department. The patient later made a full recovery.
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This award is for members who provide critical life-saving care to a patient in
either cardiac or respiratory arrest while on-or off-duty. This care delivers an
outcome that allows the patient to leave the hospital in a normal state.

Presented to Cpt. Tristan Johnson (not pictured), Firefighter Jeff Hawbaker,
Firefighter Ginger McAndrew, Firefighter Ryan Wheeler, Firefighter Andrew Hooper
(not pictured) and Firefighter Alex Headley

Fourth Life-saving Award

In the afternoon of Monday, Nov. 2, 2020, a residence was found unresponsive in
their backyard while mowing by a passerby who called 911 and initiated CPR.
JGMFD and PCSO personnel arrived on the scene without delay. Crews
immediately assumed providing high-quality CPR and Advanced Cardiac Life
Support. The patient received several defibrillations on scene. The patient was
rapidly transported to the hospital and started showing positive signs of
improvement upon arrival. The patient later made a full recovery and was
discharged from the hospital.

Presented to Cpt. Tristan Johnson (not pictured), Lt. Nic Hutchinson, Firefighter
Taylor Smothers, EMT Stephanie Shepherd, Firefighter Andy Odell (not pictured)
and Firefighter Jeff Hawbaker
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Two Company Citations Awarded
This award is presented to a unit whose performance was an equaled team effort
in overcoming unusual difficulties or obstacles in completing a difficult task that
has resulted in the protection of life and property.

First Company Citation Award
On Monday, May 11, 2020, the JGMFD was dispatched to Devries Outdoor on
Lower Beaver Road for a man pinned under a skid loader. JGMFD crews
responded without delay and arrived on the scene to find a man trapped against a
dirt berm with one leg trapped underneath the skid loader wheel. The patient was
in extreme pain and was in desperate need of assistance. The crew of Engine 391
quickly stabilized the skid loader and then performed a bag lift extrication to get
the patient out from underneath the skid loader while following all safety
standards during the difficult operation. This crew was able to complete the
extrication in under 5 minutes. This rescue's speed and efficiency can be
attributed directly to this crew’s dedication to training and technical skill
proficiency. Due to their quick actions, the patient was able to make a positive
recovery.

Presented to Lt. Randy Jones (not pictured), Firefighter Ryan Wheeler and
Firefighter Andrew Hooper (not pictured)

Second Company Citation Award
On Thursday, Sept. 3, 2020, Fire Station 39 received a call from a resident of
Johnston stating they had a cat stuck in the wall of their home. This crew
responded without delay and met with the homeowner, who stated their family cat
had entered the walls, crawling around behind the drywall.
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This crew went out of their way to find a way to get the cat out of the wall by
cutting a small hole in the drywall and pulling the cat out with our animal snare.
After this was complete and the homeowner was reunited with their pet, this crew
stayed on scene to clean up all of the debris, vacuuming up the dust from the
ground with the department's portable vacuum.

Presented to Firefighter Ryan Wheeler, Firefighter Brook Hansen and Firefighter
Andrew Hooper (not pictured)

Rookie of the Year

Alex has been with the department for less than two years. He came to JGMFD
with very little firefighting/EMS experience, but you would not know that about him
when you see him with his crew in his station. Alex lives the JGMFD core value of
selflessness daily by always being there for his crew, whether it is a shift day or off
day, to handle tasks and assignments that do not receive glory or recognition. He
always gives 100 percent to everything that he does and he always maintains a
high level of integrity by always trying to do the right thing and standing up for
what is right. Alex accomplished the difficult task of completing paramedic school
while being a Rookie for JGMFD. Alex excels in his patient care ability and humbly
always seeks feedback on his performance to ensure that he provides the best
service possible to Johnston and Grimes's residents.

Presented to Firefighter Alex Aubert
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Firefighter of the Year

His peers have described Alex as taking great strides towards better himself as
both a firefighter and paramedic. Alex often takes on additional responsibilities
and assignments without the desire to receive recognition or spread ill will within
the department. He is adamant that he learns every aspect of the job to become
proficient in the foreground yet maintains a humble persona, making it easier for
fellow firefighters to train with him and learn from him. His peers have recognized
Alex as being someone that they would trust as a leader or firefighter without
hesitation. He embodies the value of preparedness through his desire to
constantly improve and perfect his skills and can always be relied upon to be there
for his brothers and sisters at JGMFD.

Presented to Alex Headley

EMS Provider of the Year

This award is given to a member with at least one year on the Johnston-Grimes
Metropolitan Fire Department. It must be described as “the type of person you
want working on you or your family members if you have a medical emergency.”
Joel is someone that can be relied upon to deliver high-quality EMS care while
remaining extremely compassionate towards his patients, even during scenes that
can be filled with emotion and frustration. Joel has been relied upon to be a
mentor to new EMS providers, even though he is a relatively newer paramedic. He
is selfless in his approach to providing the best care to his patients while also
finding time to develop other department members.
Joel steps up to help out the EMS division by actively seeking additional
responsibilities and helping with EMS committees.
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Presented to Firefighter Joel Hoium

Officer of the Year
Captain Price has always strived to make JGMFD a place where people want to
work and excel within their skill set. He knows how to put his ego aside by being
willing to admit mistakes, and he works with his crew to learn from them. This
helps to create a culture on his shift that allows people to feel comfortable enough
to admit their weaknesses to grow and develop. Captain Price also has a great
grasp of empowerment and how it can benefit his shift. He stepped up in 2020 to
take on a new challenge when the department was in need by becoming the EMS
Service Director. Captain Price approaches all of the new challenges he faces with
the JGMFD team in mind. He works tirelessly to ensure that everyone has a say in
what our EMS services are doing and ensure people are empowered to change
within that side of the department.

Presented to Captain Matt Price
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